JRC Summer School on Sustainable Finance
Aims and Scope

• Bring together researchers, practitioners, and policymakers to discuss recent developments and innovations in the field of sustainable finance

• Expose researchers to the most demanding issues faced by the industry and help them produce policy-relevant research

• Provide independent scientific advice to policy, reaffirming the crucial role of research in informing policy-making

Join at: https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/eusciencehubnews/usubscriptions/2993/create
Or write to: JRC-FINANCE@ec.europa.eu
The event’s evolution in numbers

- Geographical coverage:
  - Europe
  - Asia
  - Africa
  - America
  - Oceania

- Professional distribution:
  - Academia
  - Financial industry
  - Policy institutions
What they say about us

‘Great event, honestly one of the best events I have attended in years’

‘Excellent mix of academics, regulators and practitioners’

‘Wonderful and truly valuable event’

‘Perfect balance of such a well-organized and content-intensive programme’

‘very valuable […] and, particularly, to have a look from different perspectives, both academic and more applied’

‘An opportunity to interact and look at things from different perspectives’

‘I greatly enjoyed every single lecture and learned a great deal about sustainable finance’

‘[…] was an amazing experience and I will surely love to come back for the next editions of this event’

‘invaluable learning experience […] wide variety of backgrounds of the speakers gave rise to several interesting discussions’